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THE INTRODUCTION 
Sometimes Excel is much more than you have ever imagined. When it comes to managing tons of data, 
you can’t ignore its remarkable capability that makes things easier for you. Almost everything that you 
can think of can be done in Excel with some simple shortcuts. There are many useful tips and tricks to 
save your time both as beginners and advanced users 

THE CHALLENGE 
I need my column headings on two lines, but I don't want to adjust the column width to automatically 
make this happen or you may need to use a formula to change the way data appears. And, it is often 
handy to be able to extract the resulting value of a formula, but not the formula itself. 

THE SOLUTION 
Using Alt+Enter will move text to the next line in the same cell.  Place your cursor at the point in the cell 
you want to move to the next line and using the keys Alt +Enter and the text following will be moved to 
the next line in the cell. 

Use a formula to maybe combine text from several columns and then paste that information into 
another cell without the formula. Select the cell(s) containing the formula(s) Press CTRL+C to copy. With 
the cell still selected, on the Home tab, click the arrow beneath Paste, and then the first icon in the 
Paste Values area -Paste Values.  

Note:  You can paste the resulting values over the original data to “change” it, or you can select different 
destination cells to contain the plain text. The steps above describe how to replace the formulas with 
corresponding values 

THE RESULTS 
More efficiently format the data in an Excel worksheet. 
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THE INTRODUCTION 
Have you ever been frustrated using MS Word when you are trying to copy and paste several items? It 
seems like you must copy, then paste and go back and copy and paste again.   Or maybe you want to 
type anywhere in the documents without using a text frame.  These tips will help you conquer these 
tasks. 

 

THE CHALLENGE 
How can I use cut, copy and paste on multiple items?  And how can I use all the page not just one area. 

 

THE SOLUTION 

Move Text without Copy-Paste 

Most people use the Cut-Paste (Ctrl-x Ctrl-v) route to move text from one location to another within a 

Word document but there’s an alternate way as well. Highlight any block of text, press F2 and then 

place the cursor at the spot where you wish to move that text. Press Enter and the selection will be 

moved. 

Write Anywhere on a Page 

Did you know that you can use your Word document as a whiteboard and write your text anywhere on 
the page?  Just double-click wherever you want to type your text and start writing. 

THE RESULTS 
Manipulate text and objects more efficiently in a Word document. 
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THE INTRODUCTION 
These tips are for those who want to go beyond the basics and looking for a few extra ways to get the 

most out of the application.  Hopefully these tips will make you more efficient in PowerPoint.  

THE CHALLENGE 
How to customize shapes in PowerPoint without spending too much time.  And then being able to 

duplicate the image without having to use copy and paste. 

THE SOLUTION 
Combine Shapes 

You can insert lots of pre-created shapes from the Insert tab. But did you know you can mix and match 

them to make unique new shapes? Just put them where you want, select all the objects, click the 

Drawing Tools > Format tab, and use the Merge shapes menu to make some something new that 

combines them, subtract one from the other where they intersect, and other fun options. It's a cool way 

to make a Venn Diagram. That tool even works with text and images, so you could insert a picture into a 

shape, pictures into a word, or insert text into a shape.  

Don't Copy & Paste; Duplicate.  

You can hit Ctlr-C to copy and Ctrl-V to paste constantly if you have to reuse an element on a slide over 

and over. Duplication is easier: hold Ctrl while you click and drag on the object in question. It'll make an 

exact duplicate. Keep selecting and making duplicates and they'll all evenly space themselves out, too.  

THE RESULTS 
Quicker more efficient way to customize contents of a PowerPoint slide and faster way to copy and 

paste contents or slides. 
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THE INTRODUCTION 
Whether you are an old hand at desktop publishing or you have never made as much as a postcard on 

your own, Publisher can help you produce professional-looking designs.  Although Publisher has some of 

the familiar tools and features of other MS Office applications, it is also unique in many ways. 

THE CHALLENGE 
Working with graphics can be frustrating.  Sizing, grouping, formatting and inserting can sometimes take 

longer than expected and in the end, you don't get the result you want.  These tips will help you work 

with graphics without all the fuss. 

THE SOLUTION 
Maintain an Object’s Center 

If you want to maintain center of your object even you change size of object, click the object and press 

Ctrl Key while resizing the object and release mouse button before releasing Ctrl Key. 

Nudge Your Objects 

You can use nudge command t move image in MS Publisher without using mouse. Select object and click 

on Arrange then Nudge Objects. Now enter the length and direction to which you want to move your 

image. You can move image up to 2 inches or centimeters, points or picas. You can also move image in 

pixels. For this select the object and press arrow key keeping the Alt key pressed to move the object in 

specified direction one pixel at a time 

THE RESULTS 
Easily nudge objects without using the mouse.  Maintain the center of an object and the size ratio.   
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THE INTRODUCTION 
When it comes to work overload, Microsoft Outlook sometimes feels like part of the problem, but with 
these helpful tips and tricks, it will once again be part of the solution. 

 

THE CHALLENGE 
Quick way to access items in Microsoft Outlook.  Keep your mailbox clean. 

 

THE SOLUTION 
Save Outlook notes, events, and any other item to the desktop for quick access. 

It's not just emails you can save to your computer outside of Outlook: calendar events, notes, contacts, 

and everything else can be dragged to the desktop or a Windows folder as individual items for quick 

access later. Double-click the item—even if Outlook isn't open—and it'll open right away in Outlook. 

Get emails that aren't sent directly to you out of your inbox. 

One of the best tips is to use a special "Inbox – CC" folder to gather all the emails that aren't sent 

directly to you; that way, the inbox is focused on only the most important emails. To set this up, go to 

Rules > New Rules…. Then click the "Advanced Options" button. In the Rules Wizard, select "where my 

name is not in the To box" and then in the next screen, "move it to the specified folder." (Alternatively, 

set up a VIP email folder and move "emails sent only to me" into that special folder.) 

THE RESULTS 
Quick access to different items in Microsoft Outlook without having the application open.  Keeping 
incoming mail organized and easily accessible. 
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Disclaimer 

The BOMA Dallas Foundation offers these white papers for informational purposes only, as a courtesy, 

free of charge. BOMA Dallas Foundation and BOMA Dallas do not guarantee the accuracy or 

completeness of the statements reached in these documents nor accept responsibility for the accuracy, 

reliability, current state, or completeness of the information. The information set forth below does not 

imply any elements of a legal or contractual relationship, nor in in any way constitute professional 

advice, nor should the reader rely on BOMA Dallas Foundation or BOMA Dallas for any legal or 

professional advice whatsoever. Readers are encouraged to seek independent professional advice from 

an attorney or other professional advisor prior to acting on any of the information. By reading this white 

paper, you agree to the terms of this disclaimer and you waive, release and hold BOMA Dallas 

Foundation and BOMA Dallas harmless from and against any and all claims or liabilities related thereto.  

 
 

 


